A Simple Ideas for this Term
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Preamble

All these improvements/changes are based on the following page:

- How is Fedora Organized?
WCIDFF?

· WCIDFF?

With all these changes from the wiki to docs WCIDFF really needs to be updated because:

1. Is out-date.
2. It points to the wiki pages instead of the current fedora documentation.
3. New Join SIG newcomers workflow (Contact to an Human)
   ◦ Something like: Do You fell you don’t fit in any of this? Do you have any Doubt? Come and Talk...
   ◦ https://github.com/fedora-infra/asknot-ng/issues/75
4. Sometimes in Fedora Join SIG have newcomers coming from there.

I think we should continue with this project, because provide a wide view of the Fedora Project to all kind of people.

For newcomers it may seem challenging/intimidating, or look like some scary, but is especially useful for autonomous people.

Another great tool is badged, I can raise a situation (I read somewhere, this has happened to a member of the community but without exposing this):

1. A person is unemployed.
2. he/she decided to contribute with Fedora while not getting a job.
3. he/she get a job.
4. the interviewer asks:
   ◦ what have you been doing all this time?
5. the interviewee answers, I’m not waisting my time, I collaborated on an open-source project.
   ◦ additionally says, check my wiki

Or Are you trying another aplication alternative like → https://badgr.com/ through an api → https://canvas.badgr.io/docs/v2/, in the actual badged system doesn’t allow to export badged... Maybe a BUG... → https://github.com/fedora-infra/tahrir/issues/430, but testing FAIL....

What is the principal reason for develop application? Knowing that in the future/medium term they will disappear and become obsolete without maintenance?

Unless you have other substitute applications.

It is not wasting manpower doing this activity being able to use them in other ones.

Is a shame have something nice and losing for this kind of things
Think to Add:

- Organization (Fedora) on the TOP Right Side
  - What is Fedora?
  - How is Organized?
  - Contact Human
- Advocate under Ambassador.
- Join SIG.
- AskFedora.
- IoT.
- Silverblue.
- CoreOs/Atom.
- Diversity & Inclusion.
- Programming Language SIG
  - Donet.
  - Erlang.
  - Rust.
  - Perl.
  - Go
  - PHP

Think to Remove:

- Haskell
- C/C++
- Javascript
- Java SIG seemms inactive

Changes:

- Redirect all addresses instead of the wiki to their respective new fedora documentation.
- Not all pages as Translated totaly see one of them russian for example (Only translated -Yes, No, get out of here- are).
- See french/spanish for a well example translation
- deutch has an error, doesn't see at all. → https://github.com/fedora-infra/asknot-ng/pull/108
- I did some patch → https://github.com/fedora-infra/asknot-ng/pull/107, need to be apply in all branhes.
• if not enough apply a patch for a .po the user have to prove with a screenshot (It example).

**WorkFlow**

• Apply some patches to resolve compiling error in all branches.
• Add/Remove TEAM.
• Redirect to actual and new fedora Documentation.

This is a example with the New Join SIG newcomers workflow:

→ [https://communityblog.fedoraproject.org/fedora-join-is-trying-a-new-people-focused-workflow-for-newcomers/](https://communityblog.fedoraproject.org/fedora-join-is-trying-a-new-people-focused-workflow-for-newcomers/)

• Human Contac link to → [https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Welcome](https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Welcome)
• Add What is Fedora? → [https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/project/](https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/project/)
• Add How Fedora is Organized? → [https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/project/orgchart/](https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/project/orgchart/)
Based on new Fedora Documentation... This is a prototype in my box. just in case.
MindShare

Talking about the TEAM itself.

1. Not all teams have moved their respective SOP (Standard Operation Procedure) from their wiki to the respective fedora documentation, and example are:
   - Globalization (What about with the replacement of Zanata?)
   - Marketing
   - Design
   - Join (SIG) in progress
   - Ambassador (I read somewhere this process is changing-going to change, but right now I can’t find the page where describe it)
     - I found under advocate Program.
   - Askfedor (done)

these wiki’s need to be review and update it in the process.

1. All these wiki’s need to be update with the following information:
   - wiki redirect

2. Make a decision of what to do with this page?
   - Join

This page is the central point of Fedora, the heart, where new talents are captured and it cannot have such disparaging information.

1. https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/project/join/ copy the cotent from this wiki →
   https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_Project_Wiki

I think this can’t be the entry point to capture newcomers.

for naming a few Examples:

- New one → https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/qa-docs/
- Old one → https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/QA/Join

Another BIG Example:

- New one → https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/fedora-docs/
- Old one:
  - https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Join_the_Docs_Project
  - https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Wiki_gardening_tasks
  - Link to archive documentation, and more...
1. In this example, the process changed drastically and new tools were implemented.

2. In the case of wiki pages, only contributor with FAS and approve it in one group can accomplish this task for Spam reason.

4. Mindshare have the possibilities to apply Agile life cycle with TAIGA, the only things Mindshare is have to do:
   - Create Project
   - Fedora Taiga Documentation

5. MindShare can be benefit of using discussion.fp.o, the TEAM can open a Sub-Category there and start Discussion, under Project Conversations Category like CommOps does.
   - Project Conversations category

6. Change the IRC Chanel TOPIC
   - from: Canal #fedora-mindshare url: https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Mindshare
   - to : https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/mindshare/
   - Also add Telegram Link: → https://t.me/fedoramindshare
   - TOPIC : Fedora Mindshare Committee represents the outreach leadership in Fedora.
Newcomers

This is what every newcomers should read:

4. How to Create a FAS Account:
5. What Can I do With My Fedora account (FAS)?
6. First Step
Conclusion

This makes the fedora project unorganized and unstructured, providing many information from different sources and differing between them.

As I say in my interview Quality against Quantity.

I am neither judging nor evaluating the great work done by the community and the effort writing the new docs just that it needs a touch up.

If you're out of Resources I'm willing/available to help, and be able to carry out all these tasks.